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ABSTRACT
Binary black hole (BBH) mergers found by the LIGO and Virgo detectors are of immense scientific
interest to the astrophysics community, but are considered unlikely to be sources of electromagnetic
emission. To test whether they have rapidly fading optical counterparts, we used the Dark Energy
Camera to perform an i-band search for the BBH merger GW170814, the first gravitational wave
detected by three interferometers. The 87-deg2 localization region (at 90% confidence) centered in the
Dark Energy Survey (DES) footprint enabled us to image 86% of the probable sky area to a depth of
i ∼ 23 mag and provide the most comprehensive dataset to search for EM emission from BBH mergers.
To identify candidates, we perform difference imaging with our search images and with templates from
pre-existing DES images. The analysis strategy and selection requirements were designed to remove
supernovae and to identify transients that decline in the first two epochs. We find two candidates,
each of which is spatially coincident with a star or a high-redshift galaxy in the DES catalogs, and they
are thus unlikely to be associated with GW170814. Our search finds no candidates associated with
GW170814, disfavoring rapidly declining optical emission from BBH mergers brighter than i ∼ 23 mag
(Loptical ∼ 5 × 1041 erg/s) 1-2 days after coalescence. In terms of GW sky map coverage, this is the
most complete search for optical counterparts to BBH mergers to date.
Keywords: editorials, notices — miscellaneous — catalogs — surveys
1. INTRODUCTION Since the first binary black hole (BBH) merger detec-
tion in September, 2015 (Abbott et al. 2016), mergers of
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two black holes have become a mainstay of gravitational-
wave (GW) astrophysics. The first five observed BBHs,
found only by the Hanford and Livingston Laser Inter-
ferometer Gravitational-Wave Observatory (LIGO) de-
tectors, offered significant astrophysical insight into the
BBH mass distribution and event rates (Abbott et al.
2016; Abbott et al. 2016a,b,c, 2017a,b). For electromag-
netic (EM) follow-up, however, the two LIGO detectors
alone place poor constraints on the sky position, typi-
cally a few hundred deg2.
To date, no compelling optical counterparts to BBH
mergers have been identified. However, Stalder et al.
(2017) found optical candidate ATLAS17aeu in their
follow-up of GW170104 and hypothesize a chance co-
incidence. Additionally, a weak gamma-ray burst in co-
incidence with GW150914 was reported in Connaughton
et al. (2016), but its association with GW150914 is still
under dispute. There are three (not mutually exclusive)
reasons for non-detections: (1) the probable sky regions
of previous BBH detections were not searched compre-
hensively, (2) the BBH emission could not be identified
or distinguished from background transients, and/or (3)
optical emission from BBH mergers is non-existent or be-
low the detectable threshold at the times of the existing
observations. Theoretical models have been proposed
which could produce EM signals (e.g. de Mink & King
2017; Loeb 2016; Perna et al. 2016; Stone et al. 2017;
McKernan et al. 2018), but these models are highly spec-
ulative. With little theoretical guidance, there is a need
for more complete searches for BBH EM emission while
also controlling false-positive event rates. Detection of
BBH EM counterparts would be of immense scientific
value (e.g. Phinney 2009), as it could constrain the for-
mation environments of BBHs, the behavior of matter in
strong field gravity, and cosmological parameters such as
the Hubble constant1.
Thus far, a number of optical follow-up campaigns
have been conducted to search for BBH counterparts
(e.g. Smith et al. 2018; Stalder et al. 2017; Smartt et al.
2016b; Cowperthwaite et al. 2016; Soares-Santos et al.
2016; Yoshida et al. 2017; Morokuma et al. 2016; Smartt
et al. 2016a; Lipunov et al. 2017). However, the large
probable sky areas of the “double-coincident” LIGO de-
tections (Hanford and Livingston detectors only) cur-
tailed searches for EM counterparts from BBH merg-
ers. For example, Soares-Santos et al. (2016) observed
102 deg2 of the GW150914 high-probability sky region
1 Even without an optical counterpart to a BBH, it is possible
to measure the Hubble constant with a BBH GW sky map and
galaxy catalog as in e.g. Schutz (1986); Chen et al. (2018); The
DES Collaboration et al. (2019).
with the optical imager Dark Energy Camera, (DECam:
Flaugher et al. 2015), corresponding to 38% of the ini-
tial LIGO sky map probability. After accounting for
the lack of existing images (templates) for difference-
imaging, a shift in the sky map in a reanalysis of LIGO
data, and other efficiency losses, only 3% of the probable
GW150914 sky area was searched and analyzed. Simi-
larly, the DECam follow-up campaign of GW151226 re-
ported in Cowperthwaite et al. (2016) covered 29 deg2,
just∼ 2% of the final GW151226 high probability region.
In contrast, with the three-detector network including
the Virgo interferometer, the smaller 28-deg2 90% local-
ization region of neutron-star merger GW170817 enabled
81% DECam coverage of the final LIGO-Virgo sky map
and identification of the EM counterpart (Abbott et al.
2017; Soares-Santos et al. 2017). These searches were
all performed in the i and z bands, requiring two tilings
of the search area. We note that these DECam searches
attempted to tile maximal sky map probability, but for
the nearby events such as GW170817, targeting based
on galaxy catalogs can be successful (e.g. Coulter et al.
2017; Valenti et al. 2017; Arcavi et al. 2017).
On August 14, 2017, the LIGO-Virgo Collaboration
(LVC), with the addition of the Virgo detector, made
the first “triple-coincident” detection of GWs from a
BBH event, GW170814, and provided a much tighter
constraint on the sky position of the source than those
of previous BBH detections (Abbott et al. 2017c; The
LIGO Scientific Collaboration & the Virgo Collabora-
tion 2018). The detection of GW170814, with its 87-deg2
90%-localization region, enabled our team to perform a
comprehensive search of the sky area for BBH merger
optical counterparts and significantly improve our sen-
sitivity to BBH merger EM emission models.
We report on our search for optical counterparts to
GW170814 using the Dark Energy Camera. In §2,
we describe the parameters and cadence of our follow-
up observations, which extended to 12 days after the
GW170814 trigger and covered 225 deg2. §3 describes
the analysis. Finally, §4 presents the results of the anal-
ysis, which we then comment on in §5 and §6.
2. SEARCH AND LIGHT CURVES
On August 14, 2017 at 10:30:43 UTC, the LVC re-
ported a signal consistent with the inspiral and merger of
two black holes of masses 30.5+5.7−3.0M and 25.3
+2.8
−4.2M
at a luminosity distance of 540+130−210 Mpc and redshift
2
z = 0.12+.03−.04 (Abbott et al. 2017c). LIGO and Virgo sent
out a Bayestar sky map 2 hours after the trigger (LIGO-
Virgo Collaboration 2017a; Singer & Price 2016) and we
2 Assuming cosmology of Planck Collaboration (2016)
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captured our first DECam image of the probability re-
gion at 06:00 UTC on August 15, 19.5 hours after the
GW detection. DECam is an optical imager, installed
on the Blanco 4-m telescope at the Cerro Tololo Inter-
American Observatory. It has a 3-deg2 field of view and
is equipped with several broadband optical/NIR filters
(u,g,r,i,z,Y,VR), making it well-suited to search for faint
transients over large sky areas (Flaugher et al. 2015).
We imaged the high-probability area of the Bayestar
sky map in the i-band with 90-sec exposures, corre-
sponding to a 5σ point-source depth of ≈ 23 mag. Our
strategy of imaging the most probable regions was simi-
lar to that used in Soares-Santos et al. (2016) and Cow-
perthwaite et al. (2016) (which surveyed in i and z
bands), but in order to maximize the sky area cover-
age we only surveyed in the i-band. Our search covered
225 deg2, corresponding to 90% of the initial Bayestar
map, 90% of the LALInference sky map that was re-
leased with the original GW170814 LIGO-Virgo publica-
tion (Abbott et al. 2017c), and 86% of the final map from
the O1-O2 GW catalog (The LIGO Scientific Collabora-
tion & the Virgo Collaboration 2018). These estimates
account for chip gaps on the camera but not masking
of bright stars. A preliminary LALInference map ac-
counting for calibration uncertainties was sent after our
first night of observations, causing a shift in the search
region on the second night of observations and onward
(LIGO-Virgo Collaboration 2017b). Figure 1 shows our
tiling over the LIGO-Virgo sky maps. Observations of
the region of interest were taken in epochs which began
roughly 0.8, 1.8, 2.8, 5.8, 8.8, 9.8, 10.8, and 11.8 days af-
ter the GW event, and each epoch’s tiling spanned about
4 hours. The 5σ limiting point-source magnitude in the
i-band was approximately 24 over all the tiles on the first
night of observations. The first DECam image was taken
on August 15, 2017 at 06:05:31 UTC. Our cadence was
chosen to have a dense sampling in time, but observing
conditions and follow-up of GW170817 introduced larger
gaps between the third and eighth nights.
We processed the images from our search using the
Dark Energy Survey’s (DES) transient detection pipeline
as in Soares-Santos et al. (2016) and Herner et al.
(in preparation). The pipeline consists of a single-
epoch processing stage (Morganson et al. 2018; Bern-
stein et al. 2017) followed by a stage which takes the dif-
ference of search images and template images to identify
sources with fluctuating brightness (DiffImg, Kessler
et al. 2015). Template images were available from ex-
isting DES data since the LIGO-Virgo sky maps were
contained in the DES footprint. The sources detected
in the pipeline are used to generate candidate light
curves: A candidate requires at least two detections by
the pipeline, and for each candidate a light curve is con-
structed from a PSF-fitted flux at each observation. The
pipeline also removes persistent point sources in the DES
Y1 catalog that are brighter than 20.5 mag in any band.
We split the data into two samples because of a shift
in the GW sky map after the first night of observations.
This shift prompted a change in the patch of sky we tar-
geted, creating inhomogeneity in the data sample since
the cadence of observations was not uniform over the full
area we imaged. The red and orange “hexes” in Figure
1 show which fields were observed the first night ver-
sus only on later nights, respectively. The first dataset,
D1, includes the ND1 = 42368 candidates which were
first observed ∼ 0.8 days after the GW trigger when we
were targeting the Bayestar sky map. D2 contains the
ND2 = 17192 candidates observed for the first time af-
ter acquiring the preliminary LALInference sky map.
Over the full GW170814 follow-up campaign, the me-
dian number of observations per candidate is 8 and 5
for D1 and D2, respectively.
3. ANALYSIS
To identify candidates of interest, we apply selection
requirements (or “cuts”) to the full set of candidates
produced by DiffImg. We present these criteria in §3.2
and have chosen them to (a) minimize contamination
from both astrophysical transients such as supernovae
and asteroids as well as artifacts in the data and (b)
identify “fast transients” which quickly decline after the
merger. SNANA simulations (Kessler et al. 2009) of Type
Ia and core-collapse SN light curves (using the SALT-II
Ia light curve model of Guy et al. (2010) and Ibc, IIp,
IIn core-collapse templates from Kessler et al. (2010))
provide guidance on cuts to remove supernovae. A full
optimization and exploration of the cuts is not explored
here and is left for future analyses. We choose these cuts
using a control sample of candidates which are away from
the highest probability regions of the LALInference sky
map, as described in §3.1. The number of candidates
remaining in the control sample after applying cuts is
used to infer the number of candidates expected in the
full sample. This inference is detailed in §3.3.
Our analysis also makes use of two auxiliary tools: 1)
A machine-learning (ML) algorithm, autoScan, trained
on DES difference images that produces a score for each
difference-imaging detection between 0 and 1 with high
scores corresponding to high-confidence point-source-
like sources (Goldstein et al. 2015), and 2) object-
fitting algorithms which classify persistent DES sources
as galaxies or stars depending on the sources’ spatial
extent (Drlica-Wagner et al. 2018; Sevilla-Noarbe et al.
2018). We use these tools to identify high-confidence
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Figure 1. Dithered tiling performed for GW170814 overlaid on the GW170814 90%-confidence sky area contours. The red
hexes show the individual pointings that were performed in our search on the first night of observations. The orange hexes
represent the tiles that were not observed until the second night or later due to the sky map change. The white dotted contour
shows the initial Bayestar map and the solid white contour represents the final sky map from the LIGO-Virgo O1-O2 GW
catalog. The region enclosed by the yellow contour corresponds to the DES footprint, and the background color shows the
estimated 5σ point-source limiting magnitude for a 90-second exposure which accounts for air mass and dust extinction (see
Neilsen et al. 2016).
point-source detections in our search and to match these
detections with stars and galaxies.
3.1. Control Sample
To reduce potential bias in tuning the analysis cuts
to reject all events, the cuts are optimized on a control
sample. The control sample comprises a random third
of all DiffImg candidates, and candidates within 4.5 deg
of the maximum a posteriori point of the Abbott et al.
(2017c) LALInference sky map are excluded. There is
an ∼ 8% and ∼ 10% chance that the true location of
GW170814 is in the control region based on the Abbott
et al. (2017c) and The LIGO Scientific Collaboration &
the Virgo Collaboration (2018) sky maps, respectively.
As with the full data set, we split our control sam-
ple into two subsamples. The first subsample C1 (with
NC1 = 12381 candidates) comprises the control candi-
dates in D1. The second subsample C2 contains the
control candidates (NC2 = 3867 candidates) in D2. We
apply the cuts in §3.2 to the two control subsamples
and record the sets of candidates c1 and c2 (with Nc1
and Nc2 candidates respectively) passing cuts out of the
totals.
The remaining data (which we call the blinded sam-
ple) is similarly split into two subsamples B1 and B2 for
events first observed when targeting the Bayestar map
ND1 42368 ND2 17192
NC1 12381 NC2 3867
NB1 29987 NB2 13325
Table 1. The number of candidates in the two subsets of
full (D), control (C), and blinded (B) samples.
and LALInference map, respectively. In total, Subsam-
ple B1 contains NB1 = 29987 candidates and B2 con-
tains NB2 = 13325 candidates. Since B1, B2, C1, and
C2 are mutually exclusive, we have ND1 = NB1 + NC1
and ND2 = NB2 + NC2. Table 1 summarizes the num-
bers of candidates in each subsample.
3.2. Selection Requirements
Below we list the cuts applied to the candidates:
1. Raw Sample: All candidates produced by DiffImg.
2. 1st Epoch ML>0.7: Using the autoScan machine-
learning score (0 < ML < 1) that was trained
with DES data (Goldstein et al. 2015) to remove
non-point-source-like detections, we require ML >
0.7 for the first observation. This cut eliminates
image artifacts that arise in the difference imag-
ing. For reference, the DES Supernova program
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requires ML > 0.5, but for two separate detections
of a candidate rather than just one detection. Our
requirement is more stringent since we are looking
for rapidly fading sources and therefore only cut on
the first-epoch ML. Our stricter ML > 0.7 require-
ment lowers the numbers of single-epoch false pos-
itives by a factor of ∼ 2 compared with ML > 0.5,
while lowering the efficiency by only a few percent
at signal-to-noise ratio 10 (Goldstein et al. 2015).
3. Host Galaxy z < 0.3: Using galaxies from the DES
Y3 Gold catalog, a candidate is matched to a host
galaxy if it is within four times the directional light
radius of the galaxy (Gupta et al. 2016). The di-
rectional light radius is the radius of a potential
host galaxy in the direction of the candidate tran-
sient and is dependent on the survey. Each galaxy
is also fit with a Directional Neighborhood Fit-
ting (DNF) photometric redshift zDNF with uncer-
tainty ∆zDNF (De Vicente et al. 2016). If the can-
didate is matched to a galaxy and the best match
galaxy satisfies zDNF − ∆zDNF > 0.3, the candi-
date is removed from the sample. This cut removes
events that are clearly associated with galaxies be-
yond the estimated GW redshift of z = 0.12+.03−.04.
4. 2nd Observation S/N ≥ 2: The candidate must
have a measured signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of at
least 2 on the second observation. Measurements
within one hour of each other are not considered
separate observations for this cut. This cut rejects
asteroids and difference imaging artifacts.
5. Greater than 2σ decline: There must be a > 2σ
decline in the flux between the first and second
epochs that a candidate was observed. A similar
cut was implemented in Soares-Santos et al. (2016)
and Cowperthwaite et al. (2016). σ is the quadra-
ture sum of the flux errors on the two epochs. If
multiple measurements of a candidate were taken
in the same epoch (i.e. in the same night), we use
the first measurement of the epoch. If we did not
observe the candidate on the second epoch, it is
removed from the sample. We note that the effect
of this cut depends sensitively on the observational
choices of the follow-up campaign, not just the as-
trophysics of the potential EM source.
6. Nobs ≥ 4: To ensure that we can examine each
candidate’s light curve over a broad portion of the
follow-up campaign, the candidate must have been
observed at least Nobs = 4 times, regardless of
S/N.
7. Late-time S/N < 6: After one week from the GW
event, the S/N of all observations of a candidate
must be less than 6. This requirement removes
objects that are bright at late times such as su-
pernovae and variable stars.
8. No Late-time Brightening: To isolate fading tran-
sients, we require that after 48 hours from the GW
event, there is no increase in flux of the candidate
greater than 3σ, where σ is the quadrature sum of
uncertainties on adjacent flux measurements.
9. Visual Inspection: Subtracted image stamps iden-
tified as artifacts (e.g. cosmic rays) are removed
from the sample.
After applying these cuts to the control sample, Nc1 = 1
and Nc2 = 0 candidates remain.
3.3. Expectation of Number of Candidates in Full
Sample
Given Nc1 and Nc2 out of NC1 and NC2 candidates
passing in the control fields, respectively, we expect
〈Nb1+Nb2〉 = Nc1NB1/NC1+Nc2NB2/NC2 = 2.4 events
in B1+B2, which we interpret as the mean of a Pois-
son distribution. This interpretation does not account
for small differences in Milky Way reddening and stel-
lar density over the search region. In §4, we analyze
the blinded sample and compare our expectations to the
number of candidates passing the cuts.
4. RESULTS
Table 2 shows the effect of the cuts on the full sam-
ple, which includes the control sample. It also shows
the initial i-band magnitudes and sky positions for the
events passing all cuts. After analyzing the blinded sam-
ple, one more candidate is found, leaving a total of two
candidates passing cuts in the control and blinded sam-
ples, with ID numbers 1 and 2, respectively. Finding
one candidate passing cuts in the blinded sample is con-
sistent with the 2.4 expected background events derived
from the control sample presented in §3.3. The light
curves for both events and their sky positions are shown
in Figure 3.
Upon visual inspection of the two candidates, neither
is an obvious subtraction artifact or cosmic ray. Here
we do not show examples of subtraction artifacts and
cosmic rays that would be cut by visual inspection since
visual inspection did not end up removing any candi-
dates in this analysis. However, the template images for
both candidates contain a bright source at the position
of the candidates. The template, search and difference
images from the first epoch of observations of each can-
didate are shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Template, search, and difference image stamps
for candidates passing cuts. The top row shows the i-band
images for Candidate 1, and the bottom for Candidate 2.
The search and difference images are from the the first epoch
of observations of the candidate. Each stamp is 13.2” x 13.2”.
A deeper search through the DES high-quality ob-
ject catalog (“Y3 Gold”) reveals that Candidate 1 is
associated with an object that is classified as either a
galaxy at z ∼ 0.9, or a star, depending on the classi-
fier used. A multi-epoch, multi-object fitting algorithm
classifies the object’s PSF as a candidate star, whereas
the single-object fit categorizes the object as a galaxy
(Drlica-Wagner et al. 2018; Sevilla-Noarbe et al. 2018).
Notably, the object is too faint to meet the brightness
cutoff for inclusion in our star veto catalog and it is not
vetoed by our host galaxy redshift cut (cut 3) because
we only include the highest confidence galaxies in the
host-galaxy matching. Fitting each band to a constant
flux for all archival observations of the object (DES Years
1-4) results in a χ2/DOF of 48.6/17 = 2.9 and p-value
p(χ2 ≥ 48.6|DOF = 17) = 7 × 10−5, indicating previ-
ous variability of the source. These archival fluxes are
shown in Figure 3. Spectroscopic observations of this
source could clarify if the object is a star or galaxy.
Candidate 2 is also associated with a DES Y3-Gold
object and is classified as a star by both classifiers
and constant-flux fits to archival observations yield a
χ2/DOF of 25.7/14 = 1.8 and p-value of p(χ2 ≥
25.7|DOF = 14) = 0.03 (see Figure 3). However, the
star is also too faint (by 0.16 mag) to meet the bright-
ness cutoff for the star veto catalog of our pipeline and
hence was not removed by the 20.5 mag persistent-point-
source cut in §2.
5. DISCUSSION
Although our search identified two interesting candi-
dates, it is unlikely that either candidate is associated
with GW170814. Neither candidate is located in the 90%
Cuts Nseq
a Nonly
b NLO
c
1. Raw Sample 59560 – –
2. 1st Epoch ML > 0.7 1206 1206 258
3. Unmatched or Host z < 0.30 730 31119 8
4. 2nd Obs S/N ≥ 2.0 663 44181 4
5. > 2.0 sigma decline 45 5570 65
6. Nobs ≥ 4 31 50029 2
7. Late-time S/N < 6 4 27571 21
8. No Late-time Brightening 2 36499 4
9. Visual Inspection 2 – 2
Candidate # RA DEC mi
1 42.35047◦ -40.32632◦ 22.5
2 47.63365◦ -36.36045◦ 21.9
aNumber of candidates remaining after applying each cut sequen-
tially
bNumber of candidates after applying an individual cut
cNumber of candidates if a cut is “left out” but all the rest are
applied
Table 2. Top: Candidates remaining in the full data sample
after applying cuts. Bottom: sky coordinates and initial i-
band magnitude mi of the two candidates passing all cuts.
confidence region of the LALInference sky map, and
both are associated with existing objects in DES cata-
logs that are inconsistent with our expectations of the
GW source. Candidate 2 is likely the transient behavior
of a variable star and is consistent with the number of
background candidates expected in the blinded sample.
Candidate 1 could also be stellar variability, or it could
be a signal associated with a distant galaxy. Assuming
it is a galaxy, the DNF photometric redshift of the ob-
ject is z = 0.95±0.12, far beyond the possible redshift of
GW170814 at that sky position: The 99% upper limit on
the GW distance along the Candidate 1 line of sight is
615 Mpc, whereas the galaxy distance is 6380+1010−980 Mpc
assuming the LCDM cosmology parameters of Planck
Collaboration (2016). We note however that photomet-
ric redshifts can occasionally have catastrophic failures.
An alternative explanation for the persistent emission
from the two candidates is that one or both of these
candidates is associated with a quasar. If either is a
quasar, it is unlikely to be at the low redshifts of interest
for GW170814 (Paˆris et al. 2017). Spectroscopic follow-
up of the persistent sources associated with Candidates
1 and 2 could resolve whether we have mis-categorized
them.
We conclude that these two candidates are not asso-
ciated with GW170814, and thus we find no EM coun-
terpart associated with the BBH merger over the 225
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Figure 3. Light curves, archival fluxes, and sky positions for the two candidates passing all cuts. Top: The left panel shows the
i-band light curve for Candidate 1 (associated with Y3 Gold star or high-redshift galaxy), and the middle panel shows the same for
Candidate 2 (associated with Y3 Gold star). The flux is defined in relation to AB magnitude as mAB = −2.5 log10(Flux) + 27.5.
The right panel overlays the sky positions of the two candidates on the 90% credible region of the lalinference sky map
(gray). Bottom: Available archival flux measurements in g,r,i,z bands at the locations of Candidates 1 (left) and 2 (right).
These FLUX APER 8 fluxes are taken with 22.22-pixel apertures and are not from difference imaging and therefore cannot be
directly compared to those in the top panels. The vertical, gray, dashed line on the far right of the two plots indicates the
GW170814 merger time.
deg2 region that we surveyed with 86% sky map cover-
age. We have not yet computed the efficiency, which is
needed to set rate limits on BBH merger emission, but
this rate-limit analysis is underway using SNANA simula-
tions similar to those used in Soares-Santos et al. (2016).
Our rate-limit analysis will also re-evaluate the cuts to
maximize possible BBH model efficiency while minimiz-
ing supernova background events. Qualitatively though,
the analysis presented here covers 86% of the GW sky
map and searches for events with rapidly declining light
curves. The non-detection of an EM counterpart in our
sample results in stringent limits on fast-declining op-
tical models brighter than i ∼ 23 mag 1-2 days af-
ter the BBH coalescence. This search is not sensitive
to models that fade faster than the time between the
first two observations due to Cut 4. Assuming a flat-in-
frequency optical spectrum from 4000 A˚ to 7000 A˚ and
the GW170814 median distance, this i ∼ 23 mag limit
corresponds to a luminosity limit of Loptical ∼ 5 × 1041
erg/s.
Our results constrain the space of models put forth
in e.g. Stone et al. (2017), de Mink & King (2017). For
example, Stone et al. (2017) posits that BBH mergers oc-
curring in the gaseous environments of AGN disks could
be accompanied by gas accretion onto the final merged
black hole that powers luminosities of order L ∼ 1040
erg/s lasting a few years, but highly super-Eddington
accretion might result in a brighter and shorter-lived
transient that our analysis is sensitive to. Our search
also narrows the feasibility of models from de Mink
& King (2017), which predict emission with luminosi-
ties of approximately L ∼ 1042 erg/s occurring on fast
timescales. The search performed here is tailored to re-
move longer-lived transients, and therefore it does not
constrain long-lived BBH counterparts, such as the su-
pernova association suggested in Loeb (2016) and later
discussed in Woosley 2016 and D’Orazio & Loeb 2018.
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Aside from identifying interesting candidates, our
search for counterparts to GW170814 is a test-bed for
future BBH follow-up analyses where the sky map cred-
ible areas will be small enough to be completely tiled
in less than one night using DECam. For a real-time
search for future counterparts, we consider resources
to spectroscopically follow ∼ 10 candidates, which we
would want to identify within roughly two days of the
GW trigger. In this scenario, we only apply the first
five cuts in Table 2, since the remaining cuts depend
on observations beyond two days. Through cut 5 (> 2σ
decline), our search finds 45 candidates. Of these, we
find that four candidates (including Candidates 1 and
2) are associated with DES-catalog objects that are ei-
ther galaxies beyond our redshift cut (cut 3), or stars,
and are thus uninteresting as black-hole-merger coun-
terparts. Excluding these four candidates, our real time
search would find 41 candidates over 225 deg2 or ∼ 16
candidates per 87 deg2 (the 90% credible area of the final
GW170814 sky map). For comparison, Cowperthwaite
& Berger (2015) predicts ∼ 19 Type Ia SNe detected
at z < 0.25 over a 7-day, 87-deg2 search. This suggests
that the first five cuts are adequate to find interest-
ing spectroscopic targets over a region the size of the
GW170814 sky map.
Future work will incorporate simulations of BBH and
SN light curves to assess the efficiency and false alarm
rate of our search. If several BBH events are followed up
with no EM counterpart found, a combined analysis will
be needed to set limits on BBH EM emission.
6. CONCLUSION
We have presented an optical search for counterparts
to gravitational wave GW170814 using the Dark Energy
Camera. Our search covered 225 deg2, corresponding to
86% of the final LIGO-Virgo sky map. Our difference-
imaging pipeline produces 59560 light curves from the
search images which are analyzed with the criteria in
§3.2. After applying these cuts to the i-band light
curves, two candidates remain. These two candidates
are most likely not associated with GW170814: one is
a high-confidence variable star, and the other is either
a variable star or a transient associated with a high-
redshift galaxy well beyond the expected GW170814 red-
shift.
With no candidates associated with GW170814, our
analysis disfavors fast-declining optical emission from
BBH mergers 1 to 2 days after merger with i . 23 mag.
Future work will assess the efficiency and false-positive
rate in optical BBH searches such as this one using sim-
ulations of BBH and SN light curves. Additionally, we
will consider updates to our star veto catalog and galaxy
catalog to account for fainter stars and objects with un-
certain star or galaxy classification.
Tens of BBH signals are expected in the LVC’s third
operating run, and some are likely to have localization
regions of similar size to that of GW170814. Based on
the search and analysis presented here, we are preparing
to search for additional BBH merger signals and quickly
identify candidates for spectroscopic follow up. With
future BBH optical searches and forward modeling of
background and foreground signals, we will set increas-
ingly stringent limits on BBH EM emission. Although
BBH mergers may remain electromagnetically dark, the
future of BBH astrophysics is bright.
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